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handle EntityObject and EditForm? I've been given an old
VB6 shop application that makes extensive use of Entity
Objects. They are basically the "iQueryable" of the VB6

world, and are really great for displaying and editing data.
Unfortunately, I don't have any experience with them, and
I'm wondering if I'm going to have to go through a lot of

trouble to get to the Entity objects. I'm thinking the answer
is yes. edit - On my way to the bottom of the problem and

realizing it's not really a question, I'm going to try to explain
my position. I have no real understanding of how Entity

Objects, DataSets, or any form of data access is supposed
to work, but I'm assuming I'm going to have to figure some
of this out. Because of this, I have no idea how I should be
setting up my view/form. So, here's my dilemma: I have an

entity object (Contact) that has a list of contact fields. I
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have a view of my Contact entity. (All fields, including value
field) I have a form of the Contact entity, that I have made.
(This is just a dumb form to edit the contact). The contact

form has a list of fields that the user can select, as well as a
value. That's it. Now, how do I get my dumb form (of a

contact) to update the fields of the Contact? With the help
of Entity Objects, I would imagine setting the fields of the
object and checking the changed properties. But I don't

know how to do this with a dumb form like this. How should
I be handling something like this? What am I missing?

Thanks, it's been a long time since I've been in the real
world. A: The entity objects just hold the data of the form,
they're just a bridge to the database, so there's no special
magic there. With the Entity Framework the entity objects
generate your database tables and with the DataSets the

tables are auto-created and generated from the source data
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